Facilities Management (FM) and Building Management Systems (BMS) involve an increasing number of items to process and supervise. Real-time visualization of this data must be intuitive to ensure efficient daily use. Codra has extensive knowledge of FM/BMS based on 25 years’ experience and expertise with Panorama solutions.

**Multi-site, multi-function hypervision to unite your applications**
Panorama E² provides unified access to all your applications: air conditioning, heating, CCTV, intrusion protection, access control, ticket machines, consumption management (water, electricity, gas), technical equipment management (PLC cabinets, electrical power, etc.), fire detection, lighting, messaging (highways, tunnels, traffic information, etc.).

**Vendor-independent**
Panorama E² implements methods based on industry standards and norms, thereby enabling communications with a wide range of products.

**Application protocols**
Interfaces with LON, KNX, DAU, Modbus, etc. and native BACnet integration. BACnet uses network discovery to configure network objects; you can also use EDE to import device configuration files. Panorama manages all BACnet services and includes ready-to-use supervision objects; you can create an operational application in just a few clicks.

**Alert systems**
New standard Panorama E² functions manage distribution of alert messages over various channels including email, voice messages, text messages, and fax.

**On-call management**
The scheduling and personnel management module provides intuitive, visual ergonomics to accurately organize your teams.

**Energy efficiency**
One of the key challenges facing our generation is the control of our energy usage. Whether for a single building or for a property complex, Panorama HISTORIAN is the answer to the needs of indicators, reports and other operating and maintenance dashboards of the Facility Manager.

**A wide range of installations**
Panorama Suite is the ideal solution for your facilities, whether they are simple (video protection), small (100 variables), large (>50k variables), or critical (datacenters, defense).

**Used by thousands of clients**
Stadiums, museums, parking garages, datacenters, subway lines, buildings, head offices, shopping centers, warehouses, distributed sites... In order to adapt to market demand, we continually enhance Panorama functions and services based on customer feedback.
Panorama creates fully-operational functions ranging from data acquisition to alarm management, scheduling, and even mimics, by combining the discovery of your plant components with our automatic SCADA generation mechanism.

Intuitive configuration with BACnet: greatly lowers your development and maintenance costs.

Panorama Suite offers all the functions required to manage and control your facilities:
- Data acquisition, alarms, data history,
- Mimics, trend drawings, scheduling,
- Alerts, and on-call management,
- Integration of CCTV, access control, intrusion protection,
- Reports for improved plant administration,
- Native SNMP support for network and system management,
- Redundancy, load balancing.

Powerful, automatic tools for application creation and maintenance.

Implementation of unlimited system architectures, from stand-alone workstations to multi-server systems with multi-level redundancy.

Seamless integration with your enterprise information system:
- Link to your user directory,
- Computer center running on a virtual machine,
- Connections with centralized databases.

Remote access via mobile devices (tablets, smartphones, HTML5-based web clients) or via desktop PCs.
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